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Jesses dreams of motocross glory begin to
take shape when he receives his first
motorcycle upon his eighth birthday. Much
to his delight and astonishment, he soon
learns that the family businessalong with
the tutelage of his racing hero, Braxton
Olsonmay catapult him to the exhilarating
thrills that he seeks in the circuits. Along
the way, though, Jesse must learn the
importance of sportsmanship, the emphasis
on safety in his beloved sport, and how to
overcome tragedy. In Motorcycles Race
On,
Rasmussen
encourages
his
readersyoung and old aliketo reacquaint
themselves with their dreams and passions.
Realizing dreams, however, requires hard
work, sweat, some exhausting days, and
the occasional tearful moments. Through
the inspiring journey of young Jesse
Thompkins, Rasmussen hopes you may
find your own hero, follow your dreams,
and become someone elses hero.
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MOTORCYCLE & SIDECAR RACE The Eifel Race on the Motorcycle racing Japan - CRAZY!!! - YouTube Get the
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awesome! Two year old Tima Kuleshov (motorcycle rider) and and four year old Makar Motorcycle speedway Wikipedia - 5 min - Uploaded by jambyc01Found on FB. Motorcycle Sport & Bike Racing News MotoGP, World
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